A new class of travelling droplets, coined superwalkers, have recently been shown to emerge when a bath of silicone oil is vibrated simultaneously at a given frequency and its subharmonic tone with a relative phase difference (Valani et al. 2019) . To understand the emergence of superwalking droplets, here we explore their vertical and horizontal dynamics using an extension of the theoretical model for walking droplets of Moláček & Bush (2013a,b). We show that driving the bath at two frequencies with an appropriate phase difference lowers every second peak and raises the intermediate peaks in the bath motion, allowing large droplets that could otherwise not walk to clear every second peak and bounce and walk in a similar manner to normal walkers. We find that the droplet's vertical and horizontal dynamics are strongly influenced by the relative height difference between successive peaks of the bath motion, a parameter that is controlled by the phase difference. Comparison of speed-size characteristics between simulations and experiments shows good agreement for small-to moderate-sized superwalkers. A novel behaviour of superwalking droplets, stop-and-go motion, is also captured in our simulations.
Introduction
On vertically vibrating a bath of silicone oil at frequency f , a droplet of the same oil can be made to bounce indefinitely on the free surface of the liquid (Walker 1978; Couder et al. 2005a) . As the amplitude of the forcing is increased, the bouncing droplet destabilises and transitions to a steady walking state (Couder et al. 2005b ). The walking droplet, also called a 'walker', emerges just below the Faraday instability threshold (Faraday 1831) , above which the whole surface becomes unstable to standing Faraday waves. On each bounce, the walker generates a localised wave on the surface of the fluid. It then interacts with those waves on subsequent bounces, giving rise to a moving wave-droplet entity. Such walkers have been shown to mimic several behaviours of the quantum world. A detailed review of such hydrodynamic quantum analogs of walking droplets is provided by Bush (2015) and Bush et al. (2018) . system with silicone oil of 20 cSt viscosity, single frequency driving at f = 80 Hz produces walkers with radii between 0.3 mm and 0.5 mm and walking speeds up to 15 mm/s, with speed typically increasing with size (Moláček & Bush 2013b; Wind-Willassen et al. 2013 ). In the same system with two frequency driving at f = 80 Hz and f /2 = 40 Hz, superwalkers can be significantly larger than walkers with radii up to 1.4 mm and walking speeds up to 50 mm/s (Valani et al. 2019) . In addition to their enhanced size and speed, superwalkers are fundamentally different from walkers in their interactions with other superwalkers and they enable a plethora of new multi-droplet behaviours. Valani et al. (2019) observed that the walking speed and the vertical dynamics of superwalkers are strongly dependent on the phase difference ∆φ with peak superwalking speed occurring near ∆φ = 140 • . They also observed that for a fixed phase difference, the speed of smaller superwalkers increases with their size. Such superwalkers were observed to bounce in a (1, 2, 1) mode that is very similar to the (2, 1) mode of typical walkers. Here the notation (l, m, n) indicates that the droplet impacts the surface n times during m oscillation periods of the bath at frequency f , which equals l oscillation periods of the bath at frequency f /2, and the index l is dropped for single frequency driving. Conversely, the speed of larger superwalkers was observed to decrease with size. These large superwalkers bounce in a (1, 2, 2) mode and have prolonged contact with the bath, with the largest ones hardly lifting from the surface and undergoing significant internal deformations. Valani et al. (2019) showed that the superwalking speed for (1, 2, 1) superwalkers can be reasonably predicted using the phenomenological 'stroboscopic' model that has been widely used for walkers (Oza et al. 2013) . Galeano-Rios et al. (2019) have also recently replicated smaller superwalkers in sophisticated numerical simulations. However these studies do not rationalise the existence or behaviour of superwalkers, and an explanation for the phenomenon of superwalking is currently lacking.
In this study, we use the model of Moláček & Bush (2013a,b) , a precursor to the stroboscopic model, which resolves both the horizontal and vertical droplet dynamics, to understand and rationalise superwalking. In § 2, we provide a summary of the theoretical model. In § 3, we show that adding the second driving frequency with an appropriate phase difference lowers every second peak of the bath's motion, allowing a larger droplet to bounce in a (1,2,1) mode that enables superwalking. We also show how the phase difference ∆φ plays an important role in the emergence of superwalking and compare the results from simulations with the experiments of Valani et al. (2019) . In § 4 we show the model is successfully able to capture stop-and-go motion, a novel behaviour of superwalking droplets. We conclude in § 5.
Theoretical model
Consider a droplet of mass m and radius R walking on a bath of liquid of density ρ, viscosity ν and surface tension σ. The bath is vibrating vertically with acceleration γ(t) = γ f sin(2πf t) + γ f /2 sin(πf t + ∆φ), where γ f is the amplitude of the fundamental driving frequency, γ f /2 is the amplitude of the subharmonic tone and ∆φ is the relative phase difference between the two. The geometry is described in the oscillating frame of the bath by horizontal coordinates x = (x, y) and vertical coordinate z, with the origin chosen to be on the undeformed surface of the bath. In this frame, the centre of mass of the droplet is located at a horizontal position x d and the south pole of the droplet at a vertical position z d such that z d = 0 would represent initiation of contact with the undeformed surface of the bath. The free surface elevation of the liquid filling the bath is at z = h(x, t). We simulate the droplet dynamics using the model of Moláček & Bush (2013a,b) adapted for two-frequency driving. For the vertical dynamics of the droplet, we use the linear-spring model
where the first term on the right hand side is the effective gravitational force on the droplet in the bath's frame of reference, with g the constant acceleration due to gravity. The second term on the right hand side is the normal force imparted to the droplet during contact with the liquid surface and is calculated by modelling the bath as a spring and damper,
Here, H stands for the Heaviside step function andz
is the height of the droplet above the free surface of the bath. The constants k and b are the spring constant and damping force coefficient, respectively. The free surface z = h(x, t) is calculated as the linear superposition of the individual waves generated by the droplet on each bounce:
where h n (x, x n , t, t n ) is the wave field generated by bounce n at location x n and time t n . The individual waves generated by the droplet on each bounce are decaying Faraday waves. For single frequency driving at frequency f for which walkers are observed, these waves are subharmonic of wavelength λ F (Kumar & Tuckerman 1994; Moláček & Bush 2013b; Tadrist et al. 2018) . For two-frequency driving, Faraday waves have the same structure provided that γ f is dominant (Müller 1993) , and this has also been observed for superwalkers (Valani et al. 2019 ). Hence, we approximate the wave field generated by a superwalker in the same manner as for a walker, namely as a zeroth-order Bessel function that decays in time according to (Moláček & Bush 2013b; Couchman et al. 2019 )
where T F = 2/f is the Faraday period and k F = 2π/λ F is the Faraday wavenumber.
is the memory parameter with wave decay time T d = 1/(ν e k 2 F ), effective kinematic viscosity ν e and γ F the Faraday threshold for single frequency driving at frequency f . The wave-amplitude coefficient A and impact-phase parameter S are given by
where Bo = ρgR 2 /σ is the Bond number. Finally, the horizontal dynamics of the walking droplet is governed by the equation of motion (Moláček & Bush 2013b) 
where C is the contact drag coefficient, and µ a is the dynamic viscosity of air. The term in large parentheses on the left hand side is the total instantaneous drag force, comprising momentum loss during contact and air drag. The term on the right hand side is the horizontal component of the contact force arising from the slope of the underlying wavefield. We solve equations (2.1) and (2.4) using the Leap-Frog method (Sprott 2003) , a modified version of the Euler method where the new horizontal and vertical positions are calculated using the old velocities and then the new velocities are calculated using the new positions. We fix the physical parameters to match the experiments of Valani et al. (2019) : ρ = 950 kg/m 3 , ν = 20 cSt, σ = 20.6 mN/m, γ F = 4.2 g, λ F = 5 mm and f = 80 Hz. There are three adjustable parameters whose values are not known for superwalkers: the spring constant of the bath k, the damping coefficient of the bath b and the contact drag coefficient C. The corresponding dimensionless parameters for the spring constant and damping coefficient are given by K = k/mω 2 d and B = b/mω d respectively, where ω d = σ/ρR 3 is the droplet's characteristic oscillation frequency (Moláček & Bush 2013a) . For walkers, the typical values used for these parameters are K = 0.59 and B = 0.48 (Couchman et al. 2019) , and C = 0.17 (Moláček & Bush 2013b) . For superwalkers, we also take C = 0.17 but adjust K and B to 0.8 as discussed in § 3.2. The simulations are initialised with x d = (0 mm, 0 mm),ẋ d = (1 mm/s, 0 mm/s),ż d = 0 mm/s and five different equally spaced vertical positions in the range 0 z d 10R. Multiple initial conditions were used to ensure that different modes existing at the same parameter values are captured.
Emergence of superwalking
We begin by describing the predicted dynamics of a droplet when the bath is driven at a single frequency of f = 80 Hz with acceleration amplitude γ 80 = 3.8 g. This results in a normal walker that is bouncing in a (2, 1) mode (see figure 1(a) ). This mode is crucial for walking as the droplet is bouncing at the same frequency as the frequency of the subharmonic Faraday waves that emerge beyond the Faraday instability threshold. Thus the droplet's bouncing is in resonance with the damped Faraday waves it generates and with which it interacts. For larger droplets, the bounces reduce in height (see figure 1(b)), until eventually they can no longer clear the second peak in the bath's motion. For the chosen parameters, this results in the droplet transitioning to a chaotic bouncing mode and no longer walking (figure 1(c)).
In contrast, figure 1(d) shows the vertical dynamics of a droplet of the same size as in figure 1(c) obtained by adding the subharmonic frequency f /2 = 40 Hz with amplitude γ 40 = 0.6 g at a phase difference of ∆φ = 130 • . This additional driving lowers every second peak and lifts the intermediate peaks in the bath motion. This allows the bigger droplet to clear every second peak in the bath motion and settle in a (1, 2, 1) bouncing mode, effectively identical to the (2, 1) mode for a walker, and results in the emergence of a superwalker. This transition from a walker to a superwalker is shown schematically on the speed-size curve in figure 1(e).
Importance of the phase difference between the two driving frequencies
The phase difference between the two driving frequencies controls the relative height of the two peaks in one cycle of the periodic bath motion and it is therefore a crucial parameter for the emergence of superwalking. Figure 2(a) shows the walking speed v as a function of the phase difference ∆φ for a fixed-sized droplet that is too large to walk with single-frequency driving (the largest droplet shown in figure 1 ). The different vertical modes at different ∆φ are shown in figure 2(b) . Depending on the phase difference, the droplet either superwalks or it bounces without walking. In the bouncing regime, 20 • ∆φ 90 • , the droplet's vertical dynamics appear chaotic, in agreement with the experimental results of Valani et al. (2019) . This can be attributed to the height difference ∆h between successive peaks in the bath's motion being small (see dashed curve in figure 2(a) ) and hence the droplet behaves similarly to the single frequency case (see figure 1(c) ). Conversely, regions of high superwalking speed are associated with a large height difference between the two peaks in the bath's motion and a droplet can easily settle in a (1, 2, 1) bouncing mode. Predicted speeds for the numerical simulations agree well with experiments. We find different bouncing modes in the superwalking regime: (1, 2, 1) H , (1, 2, 1) L and chaotic. After Moláček & Bush (2013a) , we distinguish two different styles of (1, 2, 1) walking by their energy, with a high-bouncing, short-contact, high-energy mode denoted by superscript 'H' and a low-bouncing, long-contact, lowenergy mode denoted by superscript 'L'. Droplets that have two peaks in the normal force during contact are classified as (1, 2, 1) L while those that have only one peak are classified as (1, 2, 1) H (Galeano-Rios et al. 2019). The (1, 2, 1) H bouncing mode from numerical simulations agree well with experiments while where a (1, 2, 2) superwalker was observed in experiments, we find a (1, 2, 1) L superwalker or a chaotic superwalker. However, in experiments with walkers, it is difficult to distinguish between a (2, 1) L and (2, 2) mode (Galeano-Rios et al. 2019). Hence, it is not clear whether all the (1, 2, 2) superwalkers reported by Valani et al. (2019) are truly (1, 2, 2) superwalkers or if some may in fact be (1, 2, 1) L superwalkers.
The values of the parameters K and B were both fixed at 0.8 for the results in figure 2. We find that as these values are changed, the detailed shape of the curve in the superwalking regime changes, but the existence of a bouncing regime and a superwalking regime remains at the same phase differences as shown in figure 2(a) .
Speed-size characteristics of superwalking droplets
In the size range for which walkers exist, their walking speed typical increases with their size (Moláček & Bush 2013b) . For superwalkers, two trends were observed in experiments: an ascending branch for smaller superwalkers where the speed increases with size, followed by a descending branch for larger superwalkers where the speed decreases with size (Valani et al. 2019) . Figure 3 shows the speed-size characteristics of simulated superwalkers at γ 80 = 3.8 g and ∆φ = 130 • for a range of γ 40 values.
We begin by focusing on the comparison for the ascending branch. Figure 3 shows simulated speeds for three particular combinations of parameters K and B: K = 0.59 and B = 0.48 typically used for walkers (light grey curves), K = B = 0.8 as used in the simulations shown in figures 1 and 2 (dark grey curves) and K and B linearly increasing functions of droplet radius (coloured curves). Both the superwalking speed and the bouncing mode are captured well for all three combinations for the smallest superwalkers, and this is generally true for a broad range of K and B values when K ≈ B. For the latter two combinations, moderately sized superwalkers are also captured well, and this is again generally true for a range of K and B when K ≈ B. By allowing K and B to vary linearly with the droplet radius R (coloured curve), we obtain an excellent fit for all droplet sizes up to R = 0.72 mm and all γ 40 values. Focusing on the vertical dynamics for this fit when γ 40 = 0.6 g (see figure 3(a) ), we find that superwalkers on this branch universally impact the bath once every two up and down cycles of the bath's motion. For the smallest superwalkers, the amplitude of the bounces is chaotic. As the droplet size increases, there is a transition to a (2, 4, 2) mode in a narrow region near R = 0.45 mm. Beyond this, the droplets bounce in a (1, 2, 1) H mode (blue). This agrees with the experimental results of Valani et al. (2019) . These observations also explain the good agreement noted by Valani et al. (2019) between superwalking speeds obtained in experiments and those predicted using the stroboscopic model of Oza et al. (2013) (dashed curve in figure 3(a) ). The latter is a reduced form of the full Moláček & Bush (2013a,b) model predicated on a (2, 1) H bouncing mode.
Simulations of droplets on the descending branch in experiments reveal that the model is unable to capture these superwalkers. We have explored different constant values of K and B as well as varying K and B as a function of R but we were unable to produce a better fit to the experimental superwalking speeds on this branch than the poor fits shown in figure 3 . However, the bouncing modes predicted are consistent with experimental observations: for the curves shown, the superwalkers on the descending branch bounce in a (1, 2, 1) L mode. Although a different bouncing mode, the (1, 2, 2) mode, was observed in experiments, we again note that (1, 2, 1) L and (1, 2, 2) are similar and have been difficult to distinguish in experiments (Galeano-Rios et al. 2019) .
The inability of the model to capture the superwalking speeds on the downward branch suggests that the model does not capture the fundamental mechanism that allows these larger superwalkers to walk and even to exist. Valani et al. (2019) noted that the largest superwalkers on the descending branch undergo significant internal deformations (Valani et al. 2019) . We incorporated deformation of the droplets by modelling them as a vertical spring following Blanchette (2016) , but we found this to have an insignificant effect on the speed-size curve. We also attempted to use a logarithmic spring model for the vertical dynamics that has been widely used for walkers (Moláček & Bush 2013b) with no better success. Another observation made by Valani et al. (2019) was that larger superwalkers have prolonged contact time with the bath. This prolonged contact time, potentially in combination with internal deformation, may change the wave field in the vicinity of the droplet and the assumption of the Bessel function form of the wave field (2.3) may break down. Perhaps a more refined modelling of the system that incorporates the detailed contact interaction between the droplet and the bath, the wave evolution and droplet deformations might be required to capture these larger superwalkers.
Stop-and-go motion
A novel type of dynamics exhibited by superwalking droplets is stop-and-go motion where a droplet alternates between bouncing (stop) and superwalking (go) (Valani et al. 2019) . This behaviour emerges when the two driving frequencies are slightly detuned according to
where is the amount of detuning. A small value of /f can be interpreted as a continuously varying phase difference ∆θ(t) = 2π t + ∆φ, which causes the droplet to periodically traverse the bouncing and superwalking regimes with period T = 1/(2 ).
Simulating a droplet of radius R = 0.54 mm with detuning parameter = −0.2 Hz and acceleration amplitudes γ 80 = 3.8 g and γ 39.8 = 0.6 g results in the motion shown in figure 4 . Here the superwalking regime and the chaotic bouncing regime in the speedphase plot of figure 2(a) are periodically traversed with a period of T = 2.5 s. Figure 4 (b)-(d) show the vertical dynamics of the droplet during different stages of this stop-and-go motion. During the stop phase, the height of the peaks in the bath motion are comparable and the droplet is in a stationary, chaotic bouncing mode. As the phase ∆θ(t) evolves, one of the peaks is lowered while the other one is lifted, causing the droplet to transition to a (1, 2, 1) L mode and accelerating to the droplet's horizontal motion. However, due to its inertia, the droplet does not immediately adjust to the evolving phase difference, as evident in figure 4(c) . Eventually, the droplet attains a maximum speed and then starts decelerating as the phase continues to evolve, causing the droplet to return to the chaotic bouncing mode and the cycle repeats. A rich range of stop-and-go motions are observed by varying the amount of detuning and we are currently exploring this phenomenon in detail to uncover the complex interplay between the multiple timescales related to wave decay, changing phase difference and the droplet's inertial response. 
Conclusion
We have studied dynamics of bouncing droplets on a vibrating liquid bath under two-frequency driving using the theoretical model of Moláček & Bush (2013a,b) to understand the emergence of superwalkers observed experimentally by Valani et al. (2019) . We have shown that two-frequency driving at f and f /2 with an appropriately chosen phase difference ∆φ lifts every second peak and lowers the intermediate peaks in the bath motion. This allows larger droplets to bounce in a (1, 2, 1) mode and enables them to superwalk. We have also shown how the phase difference ∆φ plays a crucial role in determining the existence of superwalking droplets as it controls the relative amplitudes of the two peaks in one cycle of the bath's motion. On comparing the speedsize characteristics of simulated superwalkers with the experimental results of Valani et al. (2019) , we find excellent agreement on the ascending branch where (1, 2, 1) H superwalkers are primarily observed. This also explains the success of the stroboscopic model of Oza et al. (2013) in predicting the superwalking speed on the ascending branch as that model is predicated on (2, 1) H walkers. The superwalking speed of the larger superwalkers is not captured well by the current model. These large superwalkers have been observed to have prolonged contact with the bath and the largest undergo significant internal deformations. This suggests that a more refined model of the internal dynamics, wave evolution and contact interaction between the droplet and the bath might be required to capture these superwalkers. A novel behaviour of superwalking droplets, stop-and-go motion, has also been reproduced in our simulations.
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